
ANNECY AND LA CLUSAZ TOUR
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Inhabited since prehistoric times, the shores of Lac d'Annecy have long

welcomed visitors who are attracted by the green and rocky scenery

around the lake.

Now one of Europe’s purest stretches of water, the lake’s appeal lies as

much in its opportunities for contemplation as in the numerous activities

available.

Such possibilities are further boosted by the development of cycle paths

and the proximity of Semnoz mountain.
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Imagine an international alpine resort, at the heart of the

Alps, in an active and magnificent place.

Imagine fresh air at only 30 minutes of Annecy, of its

lake, and near Geneva and Lyon airports.

Stop imagining. Welcome to La Clusaz !

Sporty, lively, friendly,… just a few words that sums up

La Clusaz.

Nestled in its mountains, yet close to the magnificent

Lake, the resort has managed to maintain its identity as a

charming alpine village, yet develop into a bustling

international alpine resort.

Come and experience what La Clusaz has to offer, from

its summer activities, fine dining to its authentic

atmosphere …
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LYON – TORINO TRANSFER … YOUR PROGRAM

Jour Matin Midi Après-midi Soir Nuit 

Day 1

September 07

Departure from Lyon by 

private bus in the early 

afternoon

Arrival in Annecy around 

16:00 

Cruise on the lake and 

guided City Tour

Transfer by bus to 

La Clusaz

Garden party

Alpen Roc ***

La Clusaz

Day 2

September 08

Departure by private 

bus to Turin in the 

morning



Discovery Cruise

welcome on board for a one hour boat trip to discover the 

beauty of Lake Annecy and its shores…



Then, a City Tour with a private guide

You will visit the old borrows of Annecy, with a private guide, licensed by the French Ministry of Culture.

Along the way, you will discover the charms of this city founded in the Middle Ages, which became over time a

dynamic and peaceful city.

The castle

It was the residence of the Counts of Geneva in the 13th and 14th centuries. Over the next two centuries, new

developments gave the castle this odd-looking synthesis of defensive medieval architecture and elegance

inspired by the style of the castles of the Ile de France.

The “Palais de l'Ile”

Clasified “historical monument” in 1900 and often called “the boat house" He was in the past a jail, then the

courthouse and the administrative center. It is an original building whose oldest parts date from the 12th

century.



Your evening : a Garden Party in the mountains

Imagine a garden Party made in Savoie, just a few minutes walk from your hotel.

A tasting of 100% natural, seasonal and local products ...

For this “mountain” evening at la Clusaz, we suggest a new concept of mobile meals, to discover the local

gastronomy…

���� the “fondue” like you have never tested it through the tree for fondue, a 'tree' to enjoy standing fondue,

bread, bottles and glasses clinging "to the branches'... in a friendly atmosphere.

� Barbecue and Plancha... «workStation» : a modular trailer, based on the model of a Swiss army knife…

Mix of meats, served with a choice of Savoyard specialties, seasonal salads, cheese and a lot of desserts ...

everything is cooked by the Chef for a happy evening!



Your evening : a Garden Party in the mountains



Built as a chalet, the Alpen Roc is in the heart of the village of La Clusaz.

In the warm and welcoming atmosphere of the spacious lounge bar with typical Savoyard style, you can quietly

enjoy your evening, after an outdoor day….

To relax, a piano and a pool are also available.

HOTEL ALPEN ROC ***



The rooms

The comfortable rooms are functional and enjoyable.

Bathroom (with hairdryer), toilet, television (satellite), direct dial

telephone.

The restaurant

In a typically decorated dining room, with large windows offering

beautiful views over the village, you will test a fine cook inspired by the

culinary traditions ...

What's better than starting your day with a tonic breakfast! Buffet in

the restaurant with meats, cheese, fruit salad, compote, cheese,

yoghurt, cereals, eggs, sausages ...

Fitness center

Heated pool, Turkish bath, sauna, fitness room and spa institute, for

your relaxation and well-being. Care "Balneotherapy" in the hotel,

Free access to fitness center (swimming pool, sauna, Turkish bath and

gym).

Extra cost for massages and skin care.
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